We propose a method for numerical relativity in which the spatial grid is finite and no outer boundary condition is needed. As a "proof of concept" we implement this method for the case of a self-gravitating, spherically symmetric scalar field.
INTRODUCTION
Asymptotically flat spacetimes are infinite in spatial extent, but computational grids are finite. What then should a numerical relativity method do when simulating an asymptotically flat spacetime on a finite grid? In the asymptotic region, the metric behaves like a propagating wave on a flat background. Thus the simplest thing to do is to place the outer boundary somewhat far out in the asymptotic region and to impose the sort of outgoing wave boundary condition that works for the wave equation. However, such simple outer boundary conditions are not consistent with the Einstein field equation, and it is not clear whether the errors made by this inconsistency would be small. The boundary, even if it is far out in the asymptotic region, encloses a finite region of space. Therefore, from the mathematical point of view one should treat this situation by writing the Einstein field equation not as an initial value problem, but as an initial-boundary value problem, using only boundary conditions consistent with this sort of formulation. Such an initial-boundary formulation was produced by Friedrich and Nagy in [1] . However, the formulation of [1] is somewhat complicated and the variables it uses are not the sort usually used in numerical relativity (though see [2] for a numerical implementation). Furthermore, it is not clear how within the allowed boundary conditions of [1] to pick one that physically corresponds to outgoing gravitational waves.
Another method is compactification at spatial infinity. [3, 4] Here one chooses spatial coordinates that make the outer boundary of the computational grid correspond to spatial infinity. At that outer boundary, one simply sets the spatial metric to the Euclidean metric and the extrinsic curvature to zero. This is consistent with the Einstein field equation.
However eventually waves approach sufficiently close to the outer boundary that there are not enough grid points to resolve them and the simulation loses accuracy.
To maintain resolution of the waves, one can instead compactify at null infinity. One way to do this is through Cauchy-characteristic matching. [5] Here each time slice consists of two pieces: a spacelike piece where variables are evolved using a standard Cauchy method, and a null piece where variables are evolved using a characteristic method. The two sets of variables are matched at the place where the two parts of the surface join, and coordinates are chosen on the null piece so that the outer boundary of the grid is at null infinity.
Alternatively, the time slices can be "hyperboloidal," that is spacelike slices that go out to null infinity. [9] As yet another alternative, since the formalism of asymptotic flatness involves an unphysical spacetime conformally related to the physical spacetime, one can simply evolve the variables of the unphysical spacetime. [7, 8] Since in the unphysical spacetime, the extent of the physical spacetime is finite, it is natural to have the boundary of the computational grid correspond to the boundary of the physical spacetime within the unphysical spacetime.
In this paper, we propose a simple alternative to all these methods. Our method involves only solving the Cauchy problem and does not require any specialized coordinates or any compactification methods. The main idea of the method is illustrated in figure 1 . Here the solid lines represent the initial data and the dashed lines represent the constant time surfaces produced by the Cauchy evolution. Note that the initial data consists of two pieces: a horizontal line representing the t = 0 surface, and tilted lines that represent the rest of the initial data. All the dashed lines are within the domain of dependence of the initial data. In numerically evolving from one t = constant surface to the next, most of the evolution is done using a standard Cauchy method, while the information for what to do at the boundary is provided by that part of the initial data on the tilted slices. Since each dashed line is larger than the subsequent one, each numerical step involves adding points to the computational grid.
As a proof of concept for this method, we will implement it for the case of a spherically symmetric, self-gravitating scalar field. The equations of motion for this system are described in section 2, results of the simulations are presented in section 3, and a discussion is given in section 4.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We will choose the time slices to be maximal (trace of the extrinsic curvature vanishes) and the shift to be zero. These conditions imply that the determinant of the spatial metric does not change with time, and we will choose coordinates on the initial slice so that the determinant is r 2 sin θ. With these conditions, the spacetime metric takes the form
There is a scalar field Φ that satisfies the curved spacetime wave equation ∇ a ∇ a Φ = 0, and from the Einstein field equation we have
where we are using units where 8πG = 1. We will put the wave equation in first order form by defining the quantities P ≡ n a ∇ a Φ and ψ = u a ∇ a Φ where n a is the unit normal vector to the t = const. hypersurfaces and u a is the unit radial vector in the hypersurface. From eqn. (1) it then follows that
From eqn. (3) it follows that ∂Φ ∂t = αP .
Taking the time derivative of eqn. (4) we obtain
Here K r r is the eigenvalue of the extrinsic curvature in the radial direction, and we have used the fact that
From the wave equation and equations (3-4) we obtain
Equations (5), (6) and (8) constitute the equations of motion of our system. However, in order to implement these equations we need to find the quantities α, A and K 
while the Hamiltonian constraint yields
Finally, the maximal slicing condition yields
The computer program works as follows: on a given time step, we know P and ψ, and so our goal is to find P and ψ on the next time step. We do this using eqns. (8) and (6), but in order to implement those equations, we need to find A, K r r and α. We integrate eqns. (9) and (10) outward from r = 0 using the boundary condition that A and K r r must be zero there. Then we solve eqn. (11) for α using the fact that ∂α/∂r must vanish at r = 0 and choosing the time coordinate so that α = 1 at the outer boundary.
Consistency of the equations requires that ∂ t A − αK r r = 0 so we can use this as a check to see whether the code is working.
However, we need one more piece of information to implement the evolution: the values of P and ψ at the outermost gridpoint of each time slice. This information is given by initial data on the tilted part of the initial data slice, which we will refer to as the boundary surface.
Letñ
a be the unit normal to the boundary surface and letũ a be the unit radial vector in the boundary surface. In analogy with P and ψ defineP ≡ñ a ∇ a Φ andψ ≡ũ a ∇ a Φ. Just as P and ψ can be freely specified on the horizontal part of the initial data surface, soP and ψ can be freely specified on the boundary surface, subject only to the condition that they match smoothly where the two parts of the initial data surface join. Since both (n a , u a ) and (ñ a ,ũ a ) are orthonormal bases, there must be an angle β such that
Inverting this relation, we find
n a =ñ a cosh β −ũ a sinh β .
The boundary data that we need are the values of P and ψ. However, contracting eqns.
(14-15) with ∇ a Φ we obtain ψ =ψ cosh β −P sinh β ,
Thus we can determine the boundary values of P and ψ from the boundary data (P ,ψ)
provided that we know the angle β. We will choose the boundary surface to be generated by outgoing radial spacelike geodesics. This condition along with the maximal slicing condition yields the following evolution equation for β.
Thus at each time step, we evolve β using eqn. (18) and we use eqns. (17) and (16) to find P and ψ at the last gridpoint.
RESULTS
We choose the flat part of the initial data surface to be t = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ r 0 and the tilted part of the initial data surface to be t = (r − r 0 )/2, r 0 ≤ r ≤ r max where r 0 and r max are constants. A simple way to get initial data that is smooth where the two parts of the surface join is simply to take a smooth function on spacetime and pull it back to the initial data surface. We choose this spacetime function to be a solution of the flat spacetime wave equation. This is also a physically reasonable choice since far from the 
where f (s) is any smooth function. We choose
Where a and k are constants. This function represents a scalar field with amplitude a, with its energy concentrated around the center in a region of radius approximately 1/ √ k. Note that the initial value of Φ is zero, but its initial time derivative is nonzero. We can check to see when a black hole forms by looking for a marginally outer trapped surface (MOTS).
The condition for a MOTS is With our method, the code can only run for as long as there is data on the tilted part of the initial data surface. But that is long enough, provided that all the interesting physics happens by that time. To illustrate this point, we performed numerical simulations of critical gravitational collapse. [10] In critical collapse, one examines a family of initial data depending on a parameter p where the threshold of black hole formation occurs at p = p * . For p slightly greater than p * , there is a scaling relation for black hole mass
While for p slightly less than p * there is a scaling relation for the maximum value of the spacetime curvature [11] R max ∝ (p * − p) the maximum curvature has the appropriate scaling.
Our critical collapse simulations were run with a maximum radius of 30 and with a fixed mesh size corresponding to a total of 50,000 grid points on the initial data surface. We thus have a fairly low resolution treatment of critical collapse, as compared to the higher resolution that can be obtained with mesh refinement. Nonetheless, it is of interest to treat critical collapse with the maximal slicing condition that we use, because such slicing, in contrast to the slicing condition used in [10] , can follow the evolution even after the formation of a black hole. This issue will be addressed elsewhere [13] using mesh refinement for high resolution.
DISCUSSION
We now consider the possibility of generalizing our method to the case of the Einstein field equations with no symmetry. The main features of our method should apply to any system of hyperbolic equations, and should therefore be suitable for Einstein's equations in the generalized harmonic formulation [4, 14, 15] or the BSSN formulation [16, 17] . In the spherically symmetric case, the initial data for the scalar field could be freely specified, while in the general case, the initial data for the Einstein field equations would have to satisfy constraint equations. However, this is no different from the usual Cauchy problem for the Einstein equation: the only difference is that the constraint equations would have to be solved on both the flat and tilted parts of the initial data surface, with care taken to impose a condition of smoothness at the place where the two parts of the initial data surface join.
Finally, we want to consider the possible expense, in terms of computer memory and time, of our method. Since the method adds extra spatial points at each time step, it is possible that the method could become unweildy when run long enough to extract the relevant physics. This could certainly be the case when using a Cartesian coordinate system, since in that case extra points need to be added in all three directions. However, for a method using spherical coordinates [18] or where the outermost coordinate patch uses spherical coordinates [19] one only needs to add radial points: no additional angular resolution is needed. Furthermore, using our method it may well be that one could get away with making the initial outer boundary radius r 0 smaller than that of the fixed outer boundary used in the usual Cauchy codes. Thus our method could be less expensive at early times and only become more expensive towards the later parts of the simulation. We therefore expect that our no-boundary method will be a useful addition to the tools used in numerical relativity.
